
The PRC group exhibition AD | AGENCY brings together photo-based  

work that mimics or addresses the language of advertising and product  

photography as well as work that mines or alters catalogues, print ads,  

products, stores, or literally the consumer process itself. Addressing a  

spectrum of consumerism issues, the artwork also investigates the life  

of and power behind the objects, signs, and symbols that are marketed to 

us and the cycle of consumption—from branding to purchase and beyond. 

The artists of AD | AGENCY take an active role by borrowing the trappings 

of advertising and promotion—the look, language, method, and sometimes 

even manufacturing and marketing avenues—in an effort to initiate an  

aesthetic and intellectual dialogue about this system of which we are  

all a part. In order to comment upon such issues, the AD | AGENCY artists 

appropriately employ such conceptual and aesthetic strategies as appropria-

tion, erasure, and mechanical means of production. Situated somewhere 

between Andy Warhol and Marcel Duchamp, many of these artists also 

address issues of consumer culture aesthetically via pleasing compositions 

as well as emphasis on the “ready-made” object itself. The exhibition  

concentrates on artworks that feature products over people; just like in 

advertising, the consumer/viewer is implied.

A caveat: many AD | AGENCY artists—while duly asking us to consider our 

position as cogs in the global schema of consumption—are quick to remind 

us that they are not completely condemning of consumer culture. Although 

they do act as agents of political and social change, most assume agency by 

holding up a mirror to consumerism as well as their own habits and roles. 

Diana Shearwood, Steak, Santa Fe Springs, California, 2006, from 
the series “Behind the Mall,” Preforated vinyl installed in the 
PRC’s storefront windows, Courtesy of the artist
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(Of course, it goes without saying that all of these artworks are for sale.) 

Quoting a few of the artists will serve to illustrate this fine line that  

they and this exhibition seeks to walk. In his series “Copia,” Brian Ulrich 

acknowledges his own role in work that “explores not only the everyday 

activities of shopping, but the economic, cultural, social, and political  

implications of commercialism and the roles we play in self-destruction, 

over-consumption, and as targets of marketing and advertising.” Finally,  

Kate Bingaman-Burt perhaps puts it best in describing her self-created 

brand: “Obsessive Consumption is repulsed and grossly fascinated by the 

branding of consumer culture…It wants to eat the entire bag of candy and 

enjoy the sickness that it feels an hour later. It doesn’t want to be an outside  

critical observer. It wants to be an active participant.” Correspondingly,  

AD | AGENCY seeks to do the same.

Leslie K. Brown, 

PRC Curator

Dean Kessmann, Have a Nice Day, from the series 
“Plastic on Paper,” 2005, Digital pigment print,  
34 x 24 inches, Courtesy of the artist and Conner 
Contemporary Art, Washington, DC

left: Jonathan Lewis, Marks and Spencer, from the series “WalmArt,” 2006, Pigmented inkjet 
on smooth watercolor paper, 23 x 28 inches, Courtesy of Bonni Benrubi Gallery, New York, NY

top right: Penelope Umbrico, Instances of Books as Pedestals (Some Extreme), #11, 2007, 
from the series “Private Residence (From Home Improvement Catalogs),” Archival digital 
print, Courtesy of the artist and Bernard Toale Gallery, Boston, MA

bottom right: Hank Willis Thomas, Smokin’ Joe - “You Think You Can Get Me to Eat My 
Flapjacks without my Blue Bonnet®? Try It!,” 2006/1979, from the series “Unbranded: 
Reflections in Black by Corporate America 1968-2008,” Lambda photograph (Digital C-print), 
28 x 35 inches, Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, NY, NY



ABoUt tHe Art And ArtiStS
 

kate bingaman-burt (starkville, Ms)

after working as designer and art director for 

a gifts company, Kate Bingaman-Burt created 

“obsessive Consumption”—“a brand, com-

pany, website, and artistic endeavor.” she hand 

draws her credit card statements (and will do 

so until they are paid off), draws an item she 

purchases everyday, and photographed her 

purchases for two years. on display in the PrC 

gallery is the latter herculean effort, which 

includes some of her favorite purchase photos 

from 2002–2004 paired with a photograph of 

the same object in situ made in 2007. Bin-

gaman-Burt holds an Mfa from the University 

of nebraska, lincoln and teaches at Mississippi 

state University. featured in diverse media 

outlets, publications, and venues, she was a 

2006 jen bekman hey hot shot! winner/ne 

Plus Ultra and had her solo debut at the  

gallery this past fall. www.obsessiveconsump-

tion.com

dean kessmann (washington, D.C.)

Dean Kessmann is fascinated by mass-pro-

duced utilitarian objects. in his series “Cover 

to Cover,” he scanned the curled edges of 

contemporary art magazines. the resulting 

striped panoramic images emphasize what 

we assume to be full-bleed ads and recall 

bar codes, digital and printing syntax, and 

abstract paintings. in the series “Plastic on 

Paper,” he placed plastic bags—vehicles of 

marketing and temporary repositories of 

products bearing logos such as Target, Safeway, 

and Have a Nice Day—on a scanner. float-

ing on a white background, the luminous 

bags recall embryos and the white seam-

less of commercial photography. Products 

of mechanical reproduction themselves, 

Kessmann’s prints are beautiful and haunt-

ing at the same time; the prints might last 

100 years, while the bags will not decay, out-

lasting the products they held and even us. 

represented by Conner Contemporary art, 

D.C., Kessmann is an assistant Professor and 

coordinator of the photography program at 

George washington University. www.dean-

kessmann.com

Jonathan lewis (london, UK)

Jonathan lewis looks to the trimmings and 

wrappings of packaging and stores. Known 

for his abstract line prints derived from candy 

wrappers featured in Blindspot, lewis turns to 

photographing the interiors of european “big 

box” stores with a low megapixel camera in 

his newest series “walmart.” after pulling the 

images into Photoshop, he further abstracts 

the composition by pixelating it; the result 

emphasizes a pattern of product placement 

and the overall look recalls Pop art. Collected 

and shown internationally, lewis marries an 

interest in simplifying and contemplating the 

essence of things, with a distinct dose of hu-

mor. a former artist in residence at the visual 

studies workshop in rochester, ny, lewis now 

resides in his native United Kingdom and is 

represented by the Bonni Benrubi Gallery in 

new york. www.jgdlewis.com

Michael Mittelman (Boston, Ma) 

holding an Mfa from Massachusetts College 

of art + Design’s studio for interrelated Media, 

Michael Mittelman is a practicing artist and 

founder/Director of the new media magazine, 

ASPECT. in his “skyMall” series, Mittelman 

returns to his photographic roots. finding 

himself traveling a great deal, he bought 

“objets d’art” from a skyMall catalogue. he 

then took a photograph of the purchased item 

and had a company (also found in SkyMall) 

convert the image into a digital canvas—com-

pleting a consumer cycle within a closed and 

mostly mechanical system. Mittelman’s works 

reference Duchamp’s readymades and the 

warholian “factory,” weaving ideas and modes 

of mass and artistic production together with 

kitsch and humor. a member of the Collision 

Collective, Mittelman was featured most re-

cently in the Mit list visual art Center’s exhi-

bition Son et Lumière. www.expandedfield.com

diana shearwood (Montreal, Canada)

Canadian photographer Diana shearwood has 

been documenting our food landscape in her 

series “Behind the Mall.” inspired in part by 

what she has called Martin Parr’s “humorous 

yet damning explorations of global culture,” 

shearwood is drawn specifically to the prac-

tice of vehicle wrapping. this work is cur-

rently featured in a solo show at the silver eye 

Center for Photography and has recently been 

published in the FOOD book, co-published by 

alphabet City, toronto, and Mit Press (2007). 

shearwood’s seductive images of advertis-

ing and industrial 18-wheeler trucks will be 

installed in the PrC’s storefront windows (on 

a major Boston artery itself) using the same 

perforated vinyl that wraps buses and cars. 

her series questions ideas of advertising by 

relocating commercial photographs; it also 

begins a dialogue about mass production  

and “food miles,” the amount of miles that  

food travels from its origin to our plates.  

www.dianashearwood.com

Kate Bingaman-Burt, Detail, Obsessive Consumption is Five, 2002-2007,  
Digital prints face mounted to plexi, each 5 x 7 inches, Courtesy of the artist 
and jen bekman, New York, NY

Michael Mittelman, SkyMall: Figurative, 2006, 
Inkjet on canvas, 24 x 20 inches, Courtesy of 
the artist
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Matt siber (Chicago, il) 

an Mfa graduate of Chicago’s Columbia  

College, Matt siber grew up in Brookline,  

Ma and also holds a degree in history and 

Geography from the University of vermont.  

in his series “the Untitled Project,” siber cre-

ates diptychs that remind us of the ad-laden 

environment in which we live. in one panel 

we are presented with a scene from which all 

logos and text have been digitally removed; 

in the adjoining panel, the logos and text are 

placed on a white background in the approxi-

mate area from whence they came. in the 

other series “Compare to..,” he photographed 

images of “generic” products that mimic brand 

names in look—from fonts to phrasing, to 

even the shape of the bottle. these vibrant  

images, à la warhol’s soup cans, underscore 

the power of branding and play off of the 

palette as well as the look of product photog-

raphy. represented by galleries in spain and 

Germany, siber has been shown internation-

ally and is a recipient of an aaron siskind 

foundation grant. www.siberart.com

hank willis thomas (new york, ny)  

one of Duke University’s Center for Docu-

mentary studies 25 Under 25: New American 

Photographers, hank willis thomas holds an 

Mfa in photography and an Ma in visual  

Criticism from California College of the arts. 

in his series “Unbranded: reflections in Black 

by Corporate america 1968–2008,” thomas 

appropriated and digitally manipulated 

“magazine advertisements that are marketed 

towards an african american audience  

or feature Black subjects.” the resulting “ 

unbranded” images, complete with a  

combination of his wording and the wording 

of the ads, thomas hopes will expose general-

izations within advertisements. the series  

will include two ads from every year from 

1968 – 2008. a comparison of early ads with 

contemporary ads, thomas believes, shows 

the evolution of roland Barthes’s phrase 

“what-goes-without-saying.” Currently an  

artist in residence at California’s headlands 

Center for the arts, thomas is represented  

 by Jack shainman Gallery in new york.  

www.hankwillisthomas.com

brian ulrich (Chicago, il)

holding an Mfa from Columbia College, Brian 

Ulrich had his first monograph published in 

2006 by aperture as part of the MP3: Midwest 

Photographers Project and was named one of 

Photo District news magazine’s “30 emerging 

Photographers” in 2007. in his series “Copia,” 

which is subdivided into Retail, Thrift, and 

Backrooms, Ulrich has been documenting the 

inside of stores, items of consumption, and 

consumers. Considering notions of “social 

class, excess, and corporate ideologies,”  

Ulrich began this series after 9/11, when we 

were urged to spend patriotically to help 

the U.s. economy and combat terrorism. 

the works on display in the PrC showcase 

the spectrum of commercial outlets—from 

new american flag chairs in a carnivorous 

outdoor-themed store to a re-purposed store 

turned outlet dubbed “Blanket world.” actively 

exhibited and collected, Ulrich is represented 

by Julie saul Gallery in new york. www.notif-

butwhen.com

top: Matt Siber, Untitled, #13, from 
the series “The Untitled Project,” 2003, 
Archival inkjet prints, each 45 x 55 inches, 
Courtesy of the artist

bottom: Dean Kessmann, Art Forum, 
December 2003 (front), from the series 
“Cover to Cover,” 2004, Digital pigment 
print, 22 7/8 x 72 inches, Courtesy of the 
artist and Conner Contemporary Art,  
Washington , DC 
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From large universities to smaller colleges, New England 

is rich with gifted students and scholars. Among these 

schools and programs, photography has always flour-

ished, making this an area celebrated within the history  

of photography. In 2002, the PRC was proud to bring 

back the popular annual Student Exhibition. The cur-

rent exhibition pays tribute to academic diversity and 

thus features work selected by the schools themselves. 

Students and visitors alike enjoy the opportunity to wit-

ness each program’s unique approach to photography 

and related media. Below you will find short descriptions 

of the schools that are Institutional Members of the PRC. 

These students, professors, and staff use the PRC as an 

extension of the classroom—visiting exhibitions, attending 

lectures, and making use of our library. For more informa-

tion about joining the PRC at this level, please visit  

prcboston.org/institutional.htm.

PrC StUdent
exHiBition
FeBrUAry 8–mArCH 16, �008

Penelope umbrico (new york, ny)

an Mfa graduate from the school of visual 

arts, Penelope Umbrico is the Chair of the 

Mfa Photography program at Bard College. in 

her series “Mirrors (from Catalogs),” images of 

mirrors from home improvement catalogues 

are found, scanned, perspectively corrected, 

and then printed at the size of the original 

mirror and face-mounted to laser cut plexi. 

the final pieces imply the perfect, erased 

consumer and the idealized, somewhat unre-

alistic home. in another series, “instances of 

Books as Pedestals (some extreme),” Umbrico 

gathered images of stacked books from cata-

logues, such as Pottery Barn and Restoration 

Hardware. interestingly, the stacks are often 

comprised of art books upon which are placed 

wine glasses and mugs. shown and collected 

extensively and on the web via rhizome and 

Ubu web, Umbrico is represented locally by 

Bernard toale Gallery, Boston, Ma.  

www.penelopeumbrico.net

Brian Ulrich, Bloomington, MN (Blanket World), from the series 
“Copia,” 2004, C-print, 40 x 50 inches, Courtesy of artist and  
Julie Saul Gallery, New York, NY
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Please see page � for an exciting public program related to Ad | AGenCy 

or visit our website at prcboston.org/programs.htm.

Please note: the Montserrat College of art Gallery is presenting a related  

exhibition, Cornucopia: Documentation of Plenty (november 9, 2007 – february 2, 2008), 

which includes Ulrich, and we are working to cross-promote these related, timely 

shows.  for more information, please see the exhibition listings and www.montserrat.

edu/galleries/montserrat.shtml.




